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Stepsfor
forgiving
Empathy
Steps
Choices and
Steps for Empathy
Consequences

11 Stop
what
doingthe positive and negative choice of
Be clear
and you’re
specific about
behaviour,
and the positive
negative consequences that will follow.
2 Give
full attention
and and
listen
2 Relate the consequences to the behaviour.
3 Give appropriate eye contact/body language and
Chooseexpressions
consequences that mean something to the child.
facial
Don’t use threats, a threatening manner, or ultimatums.
44 Try
and find the feelings behind the words
3
5

Don’t give a choice when there isn’t one.

6

Choose consequences you can keep to (without “punishing” yourself).
e.g.
“It sounds like… “, “You seem...”

5 Tentatively suggest the feeling behind the words,
7

Don’t demand an instant answer – give the child a few moments to reflect.

6 Allow them time to tell their story if they want to, or walk

as they
wish we want. It can be equally hard to risk
It canaway/
be trickybe
to silent
know what
behaviour
the behaviour
you don’t
like, which is often
how theorchild
has already
7describing
Do avoid
questioning,
commanding,
advice,
instructions
begun to behave. But you don’t let it go on for ever. Whichever behaviour the
8
Do use gentle touch if appropriate
child chooses next, you apply the consequence that matches it.
Things focused
often seemonharder
in theory feelings
than they are in practice. Here’s an
9 Keep
the person’s
example of Choices and Consequences.

10 Avoid fixing it or over-reacting

Empathic
phrases
maystart
start
like
this:
Empathic
phrases
may
like
this:
Joya, you have a choice.
“I’m wondering… ”
You can either let me talk on the phone
“You
” me.
or you
canseem...
interrupt
If you“Itchoose
letthough…
me finish”my call
soundstoas
then you can use the phone later to talk to your friends.
“You sound/look… ”
If you choose to interrupt me again
be use
hardthe
when…
then “It
youcan
can’t
phone ”again this evening.
It’s up“I tocan
youhear…
– it’s your
” choice.

“I can see… ”
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